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GEO-ENGINEERING
(GOGN)
GOGN501. SITE INVESTIGATION AND CHARACTERIZATION. 3.0
Semester Hrs.
An applications oriented course covering: geological data collection,
geophysical methods for site investigation; hydrological data collection;
materials properties determination; and various engineering classification
systems. Presentation of data in a format suitable for subsequent
engineering design will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Introductory
courses in geology, rock mechanics, and soil mechanics. 3 hours lecture;
3 semester hours.

GOGN502. SOLID MECHANICS APPLIED TO ROCKS. 3.0 Semester
Hrs.
An introduction to the deformation and failure of rocks and rock masses
and to the flow of groundwater. Principles of displacement, strain and
stress, together with the equations of equilibrium are discussed. Elastic
and plastic constitutive laws, with and without time dependence, are
introduced. Concepts of strain hardening and softening are summarized.
Energy principles, energy changes caused by underground excavations,
stable and unstable equilibria are defined. Failure criteria for intact rock
and rock masses are explained. Principles of numerical techniques are
discussed and illustrated. Basic laws and modeling of groundwater flows
are introduced. Prerequisite: Introductory Rock Mechanics. 3 hours
lecture; 3 semester hours.

GOGN503. CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING LABORATORY.
3.0 Semester Hrs.
An applications oriented course covering: Advanced rock testing
procedures; dynamic rock properties determination; on-site
measurements; and various rock mass modeling approaches.
Presentation of data in a format suitable for subsequent engineering
design will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Introductory courses in geology,
rock mechanics, and soil mechanics. 3 hours lecture; 3 semester hours.

GOGN504. SURFACE STRUCTURES IN EARTH MATERIALS. 3.0
Semester Hrs.
Principles involved in the design and construction of surface structures
involving earth materials. Slopes and cuts. Retaining walls. Tailing dams.
Leach dumps. Foundations. Piles and piers. Extensive use of case
examples. Prerequisites: GOGN501, GOGN502, GOGN503. 3 hours
lecture; 3 semester hours.

GOGN505. UNDERGROUND EXCAVATION IN ROCK. 3.0 Semester
Hrs.
Components of stress, stress distributions, underground excavation
failure mechanisms, optimum orientation and shape of excavations,
excavation stability, excavation support design, ground treatment
and rock pre-reinforcement, drill and blast excavations, mechanical
excavation, material haulage, ventilation and power supply, labor
requirements and training, scheduling and costing of underground
excavations, and case histories. Prerequisites: GOGN501, GOGN502,
GOGN503. 3 hours lecture; 3 semester hours.

GOGN625. GEO-ENGINEERING SEMINAR. 1.0 Semester Hr.
Discussions presented by graduate students, staff, and visiting lectures
on research and development topics of general interest. Required of all
graduate students in Geo-Engineering every semester, during residence.
Prerequisite: Enrollment in Geo-Engineering Program. 1 semester hour
upon completion of thesis or residence.


